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loops (postulated by Ampere) are oriented parallel to one another. 
However, subsequent results suggested a g-factor closer to two, a fact 
that received detailed discussion at the Solvay Conference of L92l. 
Einstein foUowed the debates closely; by 1924 evidence for the 
anomaly was ali but conclusive. As a result, Ampere's hypothesis is in 
crisis and with it the established theory ofmagnetization. By this time 
Barnett, one o f the leading experimentalists involved, had speculated 
that the converse process to the Einstein-de Haas effect might have 
established the magnetic field of the earth. He now considered that 
the anomalous g-factor might be related to thc anomalous Zeeman 
effect. Characteristically, Einstein looks to a ncw length-scale fo r 
clues for the needed modification of electrodynamics: he considered 
the hitherto unexplained magnetic field of the earth. That same year 
Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck, with the introduction of electron spin, 
ma de an innovation more radical still. The complete theory o f atomic 
g-factors rests on Dirac's 1928 synthesis of relativity and quantum 
theory, constituting its earliest and most important success. (For 
details I refer to Peter Galison's beautiful account in How Experi
ments End, University of Chicago Press, 1987: 27- 74; for the 
contemporary theory of tbe earth's magnetic field see Ronald Menil 
and Michael McElhinny, The Earth's Magnetic Field: Jts History, 
Origin, and Planetary Perspecrive, Academic Press, 1983.) 
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On the Ether 

ALBERT EINSTEIN 

lf we are here going to talk about the ether, we are not, of course, 
talking about the physical o r material ethcr of the mechanicaltheory 
of undulations, which is subject to the laws of Newton.ian mechanics, 
to the points of which are attributed a certain velocity. This 
theoretical edifice has, Iam convinced, finally played out its role since 
the setting up o f the special thcory o f relativity. It is rather more 
gcnerally a question of those kinds of things lhat are considcrcd as 
physically real, which play a role in the causal nexus of physics, apart 
from the ponderable matter that consists of electrical elcmentary 
panicles. Thercfore, instead o f speaking o f an ether. one could eq ually 
well speak of physical qualities of space. Now one could take the 
position tbat ali physical objects fall under this category, because in 
the final analysis in a theory of fields the ponderable matter, or the 
elementary particles that constitute this matter, also bave to be 
considered as 'fields' o f a particular kind, o r as particular ·states' o f the 
space. But one would have to agree that, at the present state of 
physics, such a point o f view would be premature, becausc up to now 
ali efforts directcd to tbis aim in thcoretical physics h ave led to failure. 
In the present situation we are de facto forced to make a distinction 
between matter and fields, while we hope thatlater generations will be 
able to overcome this dualistic concept, and replace it with a unitary 
one, such as thc field theory of today has sought in vain. 

lt is generally assumed tbat Newtornan physics does nol recognize 
an ether, and that it is the uodulatory theory of light that first 
iotroduced this ubiquitous medium able to infiuence physical 
phenomena. But this is not the case. Newtonian mecbanics has its 
'ether' in the suggested sense, which, however, is caUed 'absolute 
space'. In order to understand this clearly, and at the same limé to 
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render the ether concept more precise, we have to go back a little 
further. 

We consider first o f ali a branch o f physics that manages without an 
ether, namely Euclidean geometry, which is conceived as the science 
of thc possible ways o f bringing bodies that are effectively rigid in to 
contact with one another. (We will disregard the light rays whicb 
might otherwise be involved in the origin of the concepts and Iaws of 
geometry.) The laws for the positioning of rigid bodies, excluding 
relative motion, temperature, and deforming inftuences, such as they 
are laid down in idealized form in Euclidean geometry, can make do 
with the concept of a rigid body. Environmental influences of any 
kind, which are present independent ofthe bodies, wbich act upon the 
bodies, and which are to be considered as inftuencing the laws of 
positioning, a re unknown to Euclidcan geometry. The samc is true of 
non-Euclidean geometries of constant curvaLUre, if these are con
ccived as (possible) laws of nature for the positioning of bodies. It 
would be another matter if one considered it necessary to assume a 
geometry with variable curvature. This would mean that tbe possible 
contiguous positions of effectively rigid bodies in various different 
cases would be determined by the environmental influenccs. In the 
sense considered here, in this case one would have to say that sucb a 
theory employs an ether hypothesis. This ether would be a physical 
reality, as good as matter. If the laws of positioning could not be 
inftuenced by physical factors , such as the clustering or state of 
motion of bodies in the environment and so on, and werc given once 
and for ali, such ao ethcr would have to be described as absolute 
(i.e. independent of the inftuence of any other object). 

Justas the (physically interpreted) Euclidean geometry has no need 
of an ether, in the same way the kinematics or phoronomics of 
classical mechanics does not require one either. These laws have a 
clear sense in physics as long as one supposes that the influences 
assumed in special relativity regarding rulers and clocks do not exist. 

lt is otherwise in the mechanics o f Galileo and Newton. The law o f 
motion, 'mass x acceleration =force', contains not only a statement 
regarding material systems, but something more~ven when, as in 
Newton's fundamental law of astronomy, the force is cxpressed 
through distances, i.e. througb magnitudes, the real definitions of 
which can be based upon measurements with rigid bodies. For the 
real definition of acceleration cannot be based entirely on observa
tions with rigid bodies aod clocks. It cannot be referred back to the 
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measurable distances of the points that constitute the mechanical 
system. For its definition one needs in addition a system of 
coordinates, respectively a reference body, in a suitable state of 
motion . Jf the state of motion of the system of coordinates is chosen 
differently, then with respect to these the Newtonian equations of 
motion will not be valid. ln thesc equations, theenvironmentin which 
tbe bodies move appears somehow implicitly as a real factor in the 
law of motion, a longside thc actual bodies themselves and their 
distances from one anotber, which are definable in terms ofmeasuring 
bodies. In Newton's science of motion, space has a physical reality, 
and this is in strict contrast to geometry and kinematics. We are going 
to callthis physical reality, which enters in to Newton's law of motion 
alongside the obscrvable ponderable bod ies, the 'ether o f mechanics'. 
The fact that centrifugai effects arise in a (rotating) body, the material 
points of which do not change their distances from one another, 
shows that this ether is not to be supposed a phantasy of the 
Newtonian thcory, but that there corrcsponds to the concept a 
certain reality in nature. 

We can see that, for Newton, space was a physical reality, in spite of 
the peculiarly indirect manner in which this reality enters our 
understanding. Ernst Mach, who was the first person after Newton to 
subject Newtonian mechanics to a deep and searching analysis, 
understood tbis quite clearly. He sought to escape the hypothesis of 
the 'cther of mechanics' by explaining inertia in terms of the 
immediate interaction betwecn lhe piece of matter under investiga
tion and ali other matter in the universe. This idea is logically 
possible. but, as a theory involving action-at-a -distance, it does not 
today merit serious consideration. We therefore have to consider the 
mechanical ether which Newton called 'Absolute Spacc' as some kind 
of physical reality. The term 'ether' , on the otber band, must not lead 
us to understand something similar to ponderable matter, as in the 
pbysics of tbe nineteenth century. 

!f Newton called the space o f physics 'absolute', hc was thinking o f 
yet another property of that which we caU 'ether'. Each physical 
object influences and in general is influenced in turn by others. The 
latter, however, is not true ofthe ether ofNewtonian mechanics. The 
inertia-producing property of this ether, in accordance with classical 
mechanics, is precisely not to be influenced, either by the configu
ration of matter, or by anything else. For this reason, one may call it 
'absolute'. 
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That something real bas to be conceived as the cause for the 
preference o f an inertial system o ver a non-inertial system is a fact that 
physicists have only come to understand in recent years. Historically, 
the ether bypothesis, in its present-day form, arose out of tbe 
mechanical ether hypotbesis of optics by way of sublimation. After 
long and fruitless efforts, onc carne to the conviction tbat light could 
not be explained as the motion o f anelas ti c medi um witb inertia, that 
the electromagnetic fields o f the Maxwellian theory cannot in general 
be explained in a mechanical way. Under this burden of faiJure, lhe 
electromagnetic fields were gradually considered as final, irreducible 
physical reali ties, which are not to be further explained as sta tcs o f the 
ether. The only thing that remained to the ether of the mechanical 
theory was its defini te state o f motion. lt represented. so to speak, an 
'absolute rest'. lf ali inertial systems are on a par in rhe Newtonian 
mechanics, therefore also in the Maxwell- Lorentz theory, the state of 
motion of the preferred frame of coordinates (at rest with respect to 
the ether) appeared to be fully determined. One tacitly assumed that 
this prcferred system would, at the same time, be an inertial system, 
i.e. that tbe principie of inertia would hold in relation to the 
electromagnetic ether. 

There is a second way in which the rising tide of tbe Maxwell
Lorentz theory shifted still further tbe fundamental concepts of 
physicists. Once the electromagnetic fields had been conceived of as 
fundamental, irreducible entities, it seemed they were entitled to rob 
ponderable inertial mass o f its fundamental significance in mecbanics. 
lt was concluded from the Maxwell equations that ao electrically 
charged body in motion would be surrounded by a magnetic field the 
energy of which would, to a first approximation, depend on the 
square ofthe velocity. Wbat could be more obvious than to conceive 
o f ali kinetic energy as electromagnetic energy? In this way one could 
hope to reduce mechanics to electromagnetism, haviog failed to refer 
elcctromagnetic processes back to mechanical ones. This appeared to 
be all the more prornising as it became more and more likely that ali 
ponderable matter was constituted of electrical elementary particles. 
At the same time, there were two difficulties which one could not 
master. First, the Maxwell-Lorentz equations could not explain how 
the electrical charge that constitutes an electrical elementary particle 
could exist in equilibrium in spite of tbe electromagnetic forces of 
repulsion. Second, the electromagnetic theory could not explain 
gravitation in a reasonably natural and satisfactory manner. In spite 
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of ali this, the consequences of the electromagnetic theory were so 
important that it was considered an utterly secure possession of 
physics-indeed, as one of its best founded acquisitions. 

In this way tbe Maxwell-Lorentz theory finally influenced our 
understanding of the theoretical foundations of physics to such an 
extent that it led to the founding of the special theory of relativity. It 
was realized that the electromagnetic equations do not in truth 
determine a particular state of motion, but that, in accordance with 
these equations- just as in classical mechanics-there is ao infinite 
manifold of coordinate systems, moving uniformly with respect to 
each otber, and ali on a par, so long as one applies suitable 
transformation formulae for the space coordinates and the time. It is 
well known that this realization brought about a deep modification o f 
kinematics and dynamics as a result. The ether of electrodynarnics 
now no longer had any special o r particular state o f motion. It had the 
effect, like the ether o f classical mechanics, of giving preference not to 
a particular state of motion, but only to a particular state of 
acceleration. Because it was no longer possible to speak of 
simultaneous states in different places in the ether in any absolute 
sense, the ether became, so to speak, four-dimensiooal, beca use there 
was no objective arrangement of its space in accordance with time 
alone. Also, followiog the special theory of relativity, the ether was 
absolute, because its influence oo inertia and light propagation was 
thought to be independent o f physical infiuences o f any kind. While in 
classical physics the geometry of bodíes is presumed to be indepen
dent of tbe state of motion, in accordance with the special theory of 
relativity, the laws of Euclidean geometry for the positioning of 
bodies at rest in relationship to one another are applicable only if 
these bodies are in a state of rest relative to ao inertial system/ this 
cao easily be coocluded from the so-called Lorentz contraction. 
Therefore tbe geometry of bodics is infiuenced by the ether as well as 
the dynamics. 

The general theory of relativity removes a defect of classical 
dynamics: in the latter, inertia and weight appear as totally different 
manifestations, quite independeo! of one another, in spite of tbe fact 
that they are determined by the same body-constant, i.e. the mass. 
The tbeory of relativity overcomcs this deficiency by determining the 

1 For example. in accordance with Lhe special theory of relalivity, the Euclidean 
geometry does not apply lo a syslem of bodies that are at resl relative lo one anolher, 
but which in their totality rolate in relation to ao inertial system. 
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dynamical behaviour of the electrically neutra! mass-poim by means 
of the law of the geodesic line, in which tbe inertia and wcight effects 
can no longer be distinguished. Thcreby it attributes to tbe ether, 
varyingfrom point to poiot, the metric and the dynamical properties 
o f the points o f matter, which in their tum are determined by physical 
factors, to wit the distribution of mass or energy respectively. The 
etber o f the general tbeory of relativity therefore differs from that o f 
classical mechanics or the special theory of relativity respectively, in 
so far as it is not 'absolute', but is determined in its locally variable 
properties by ponderable matter. This determination is complete if 
the universe is closed and spatiaiJy finite. The fact that the general 
theory of relativity has no preferred space-time coordinates which 
stand in a determina te relatioo to the metric is more a characteristic o f 
the mathematical form of tbe theory than of its physical cootent. 

Even the application of tbe formal apparatus of the general tbeory 
"of relativity was not able to reduce ali mass-inertia to electromagnetic 
fields or fields in general. Furtbermore, in my opinion, we have notas 
yet succeeded in going beyond a superficial integration of the 
elcctromagnetic forces into the general scheme of relativity. The 
metric tensor wbich determines both gravitational and inertial 
phenomena on the one hand, and the tensor of the electromagnetic 
field on the other, still appear as fundamentally different expressions 
of the state of the ether; but their logical independence is probably 
more to be attributed to the irnperfection of our theoretical edifice 
than to a complex structure of reality itself. 

I admit that Weyl and Eddington bave, by means of a generaliza
tion of Riemann geometry, found a mathematical system that allows 
both types o f field to appear as though united under one single point 
of view. But the simplest field equations that are yielded by that 
theory do not appear to me to lead to any progress in tbe 
understanding of pbysics. Altogether it would today appear that we 
are much further away from an understanding of the fundamental 
laws of electromagnetism than it appeared at the beginning of tbc 
century. To support this opinion, 1 would bere like briefly to point out 
thc problem o f the magnetic fields o f the earth and sun as well as the 
problem of light quanta, whicb problems concern, so to speak, tbe 
large-scalc structure and the fine structure of tbe electromagnetic 
field. 

The earth and tbe sun have magnetic fields, the orientation and 
sense of which stand in approximate relationship to the axes of 
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rotation of tbese heavenly bodies. In accordance with the Maxwcll 
tbeory these fields could be produced by electrical currents wbich flow 
in the opposite direction to the rotational movement around tbe axes 
ofthe hcavenly bodies. Tbe sunspots too, which for good reasons are 
looked upon as vortices, possess analogous and very strong magnetic 
fields. But it is hard to imagine tbat, in ali tbese cases, electrical 
conduction or convection currents of sufficient magnitude are really 
present. 1t rather looks as if cyclic movements of neutral masses are 
producing magnetic fields. The Maxwell theory, neither in its original 
form. nor as extended by the general tbeory of rclativity, does not 
a1Iow us to anticipate field generation of this kind. lt would appear 
here that nature is pointing to a fundamental process which ís not yet 
theoretically understood.2 

If we have just dealt with a case where the field tbeory in its present 
shape does not appear to be adequate, the facts and ideas that 
together make up the quantum theory threaten to blow up the edifice 
of field theory altogether. Indeed, the arguments are growing that the 
light quantum should be considered a physical reality, and thal the 
electromagnetic field may not be looked upon as an ultimate rcality 
by means of which other physical objects can be explained. The 
theory ofthe Planck formula has already shown that the transmission 
of energy and impulse by means of radiation takes place in such a 
manner as if the latter consisted of atoms moving with the velocity of 
light c and with the cnergy hv, and with an impulse hvjc; by means of 
experiments on the scattering of X-rays by matter, Compton now 
shows that scattering events occur in which ligbt quanta collide with 
electrons and transmit part o f their energy to the latter, whereby the 
light quanta change their energy and direction. So much is factually 
certain: the X-rays undergo such changes of frequcncy in their 
scattering as are required by the quantum hypothesis, as predicted by 
Debye and Compton. 

2 The electrodynamic analogy would suggest the assumption o f a relationship o f the 
form dH = - C dm v x r/r 3

, in which dm is a mass moving with the velocity v, and r, 
respectively r=lrl, is the distance of the origin from this mass. (This formula can, 
however, at best be considered only for cyclic motion, and then only as a first 
approlCimation.) The relationship between the magnetic fields of the earth and of the 
sun is in tnis way corrcctly given as far as the arder of magnitude is concemed. The 
constant C has the dimension (gravitational constant)112/(speed of light). From this 
one can estimate the arder of magnitude of the constant C. Jf one puts this numerical 
magnitude into the above formula, it will, applied to the rotating eanh, give the right 
arder of magnitude for the magnetic lield. These relationships deserve consideration, 
but could be accidental. 
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Furthermore, a paper has recently appeared by tbe Indian scientist 
Bose, regarding the derivation of lhe Planck formula, which is 
particularly important for our theoretical understanding for the 
following reason. Hitherto, ali derivations of Planck's formula have 
somewhere made use o f the hypothesis o f the undulatory structure o f 
radiation; for example, tbe facto r 8nv2 jc3 of this formula, in the 
well-known derivation of Ehrenfest and Debye, was obtained by 
counting the number o f eigenvibrations o f lhe cavity tbat occur in the 
frequency range dv. This counting, which was based on the concepts 
of the wave theory, is replaced by Bose by a gas-theoretical 
calculation, which he applies to a light quantum situated in the cavity 
in the manner of a molecule. The question now arises whelher it 
would not one day be possible to connect the diffraction and 
interference phenomena to quantum theory in such a way that the 
field-like concepts of tbe theory would represent only the expressions 
of the interactions between quanta, whereby no longer would an 
independent pbysical reality be ascribed to the field. 

The important fact that, according to the theory of Bohr, lhe 
frequency ofthe radiation is not delermined by electrical masses lhat 
undergo periodical processes ofthe same frequency can only increase 
our doubts as to tbe independent reality of tbe undulatory field. 

But even if these possibilities sbould mature in to genuine tbeories, 
we will nol be able to do without the ether in theoretical pbysics, i.e. a 
continuum which is equipped with physical properties;for tbe general 
theory of relativity, whose basic points of view physicists surely will 
always maintain, excludes direct dislant action. But every contiguous 
action theory presumes continuous fields, and therefore also the 
existence o f an 'ether'. 
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The Mass of the Classical Vacuum 

R. PENROSE 

There is something a bit paradoxical in the lessons classical physics 
has to teach us about tbe pbysical nature of matter. We may ask, 
What indeed is 'matter'? The commonsense reply might be that it is 
the real substance of which actual physical objects- the 'things' of 
this world- are composed. l t is what you, I, and our houses are made 
of. How, then, does one actually quantify this substance? Our 
elementary physics textbooks pro vide us with Newton's clear answer: 
it is the mass of an object, or system of objects, that measures the 
quantity of matter that it contains. This, indeed, now seems right; 
there is no other physical quantity that can seriously compete with 
mass as the true measure of total substance. Moreover, it is 
conserved--so that the mass of any system wbatever must be 
unchanging with time. 

Yet Einstein's famous (1905) formula from special relativity, 

E=mc2
, 

teUs us that mass and energy are interchangeable with one another. 
Mass is still conserved, but now it seems less clearly to be the true 
measure of actual substance. Energy, after ali, depends upon the 
speed wilh which that substance is seen to be travelling. The energy o f 
motion in an express train is considerable, but if we happen to be 
sitting in that train, then, according to our own reference frame, the 
traio possesses no motion at ali. The energy of that motion (though 
not the heat energy of the individual particles, nor the rest-mass 
energy of those particles) is now reduced to zero by our particular 
choice of frame. The total mass of the express train, being 
proportional to its energy, appears to be less to a traveller on the traio 
than to someone who remains stationary on the ground as the traio 
speeds by. 
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